Lyndon Nolan is a Worldwide Program Manager at HP, Inc., where he is the subject matter expert on Total Cost of Ownership, and the onboarding and training lead for HP’s nascent Device as a service offering. He partners with businesses in India, Denmark, Germany, Poland, and the United States for development, support, and enhancement services.

The Earth’s crust was still warm when Lyndon graduated from Layton High School in Utah, and he was interested enough in not being in Layton that he joined the Air Force at 17 to become a Metrologist. He attended university diversely, including BSU, the Community College of the Air Force, George Fox, and even the University of Maryland (from his dorm room in Iceland). The classes he regards as having been most beneficial: Morals and Ethics in World Economics, and Shakespeare. Lyndon was acquired by his bride 25 years ago in a deceptively easy negotiation, and has a son in the Army National Guard, and a daughter attending CWI.

Lyndon is a diverse individual. In his own words:

“I've bucked hay and sold automobiles; worked with scientists and flown with executives; taken care of little ladies trying to decide which microwave oven to buy; managed $100M in business with Intel; and made certain that, should the Phantom have to pull the trigger on a Bear over the Arctic Circle, my weapons systems would kill the bird. What have I learned? Confidence, perseverance, and humility.”

When not working, Lyndon is an instructor and trainer for the Idaho STAR Motorcycle Safety Program, and a Learn2Ride Instructor for Harley Davidson. He can also be found cringing under blankets with his daughter on Scary Movie Night, a behavior traceable to letting her watch Godzilla on a very large TV when she was only three.